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We should all be here



Arable land use, Scotland
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The dark side of the Nordic model

Scandinavian countries may top every ranking on human 

development, but they are a disaster for the environment
Jason Hickel, Al-Jazeera - December 2019
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http://www.sustainabledevelopmentindex.org/


Nordic leaders?
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Not on sustainable food...



“I fear tractor demos vs. young climate activists”



Will policy lead us to safety?

Fergus Ewing ‘determined’ to stop fall in 

Scottish beef herd numbers
8 July 2019



Policy discrepancy, EU 

“Climate change is the defining challenge 

of this century”
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A helpful theoretical 

framework for people who 

wants to improve human 

health and save the planet
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New Nordic food - niche to mass

• 10 Chefs: Rethink “horrible” food culture

– Endorsed and supported by Nordic governments

• “Big Food” embrace transitioning discourse

– … and reassesses their business strategies

» …start experimenting with alternatives + acknowledges 

societal problems with operation

• Arla Foods: Climate neutral 2050

• Danish Agriculture & Food: Climate neutral 2050

• Fall 2020: Govt. plan for food & climate

• Jan 2021: Plant forward off. guidelines



Back to kale

• Healthy

• Sustainable

• Cheap

• Resilient

• +900 % sales



Spot “patterns of hope” (Bill Sharpe)



Paradigm shift underway?



Pace of change is staggering…

Nov. 2011: 

• 25 % reduction in GHG emissions from 
plants, packaging and transport by 2020 
(i.e. “30% of energy will come from 
renewable sources by 20202)

Mar. 2019: 

• 30% reduction in greenhouse gas 
emissions per kilo of milk by 2030 - and 
carbon net zero milk by 2050.

• We will be ambitious working towards 
Carbon Net Zero Dairy. We will not leave it 
up to others. We are leaning into the 
challenge.



“I do not have anything against 
meat as such…”

Strong plant-forward 

agenda with significant 

investment in R&D as 

well as new markets.

Invitation to public-

private partnership.

”Less but better meat-” 

messaging

...but so far no new 

restrictions on meat and 

dairy before 2030.Danish Minister of Food, Agriculture and 

Fisheries, Rasmus Prehn



Business change → policy change



Window of opportunity

www.Norden.org/en/solutionsmenu (2018)

- Keep pushing the overarching 

conversation; create the “new normal”

- Increase support for innovation in “niche” 

→ pathways for transformation

- Create consensus among major 

stakeholders about future vision 

→ roadmap for transformation

- “Soft policy interventions” → facilitate 

consumer uptake of “the new normal”

http://www.norden.org/en/solutionsmenu


#nordicsolutions

to global 

challenges

New normal in the Nordics
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Whole Grain (2007 – 2019)
36 g/day → 82 g/day

Product innovation (2007-2019)
Whole Grain Label: 

190 products → 1097 products

Keyhole label: 

800 products → +4000 products

Organics (2005 – 2019)
3,2 % of market → 12,1 % of market

More profitable than conventional farming 

+ lower prices for consumers

Meat consumption
Sweden: 88,4 kg/person (2016) → 78,6 

kg/person (2020); approximately 8 

kg/person below EU average

Similar trends in other Nordics.

1/3 of Nordic Millennials 

interested in eating a more 

plant-based diet. 
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If it’s not tasty 

it’s not a solution


